Deliverance Handbook
Introduction:
Ananias told Paul that God had chosen him to be a minister to the Gentiles. The key word is
chosen. We don't choose deliverance, deliverance chooses us. I came into this ministry quite by
accident. Driving home from a trip, the Lord spoke to me in the form of a printed message across
my windshield. Interestingly, I could still see to drive. God said,
“There are some things you cannot pray for. You can't pray for what I have already given
you. You must learn to take authority. I will teach you when to pray and when to take
authority. Jesus Christ is the Spirit of Prophecy.”
God's message gave me an absolute sense of my authority over evil.
The story of the Centurion was also very instructive to me. He said to Jesus,
“My servant is lying paralyzed at home, suffering terribly.” When Jesus offered to come and heal
him, the centurion replied, “I am not worthy to have you come under my roof, but only say the
word, and my servant will be healed. For I too am a man under authority, with soldiers under me.
And I say to one, Go, and he goes, and to another, come and he comes, and to my servant, do
this, and he does it.” (Matt.8.6-9).
The story of the Centurion is an example of the authority that we have as disciples under Jesus
A week or so later, my son was having trouble getting a job and I offered to pray for him. It was
an odd little prayer, and, an all-encompassing one. He was seated on the couch in my living
room and I prayed, “Everything that is not of God, that is evil, come out of him.”
And soon he began to shake and tremble and buzz. I knew that these were demons shaking his
body. I didn't know what to do. I certainly had no training or information on how to proceed.
Pretty soon, I heard a voice in my ear, “this is _______.” I would call it out and the shaking and
buzzing would subside.
Then, he would say, “Mom, here comes another.” And this process continued. At one point, he
opened his eyes and I saw pure evil. I was so afraid, that I ran next door to get my brother. We
stood there staring and watching the shaking and buzzing. Pretty soon, the Holy Spirit said, “this
one is failure.” I commanded failure to come out and the session was over.
From that very “shaky” beginning, I began to refine the process because I knew that the Holy
Ghost probably would not tell me step by step again. From that time 1992 through 2000, I
ministered deliverance to both individuals and groups. In 1994 I did my first seminar entitled
“The Children's Bread”.
Then I learned about deep healing which became my primary deliverance tool, because demons
feed on the lies that one may believe because of trauma. Deep healing seemed to bear more fruit,

and if a demon would manifest during this event, it would, of course, be cast out. From 2000
onward my focus was more on deep healing.
I have no doubt that this booklet is just a tool. If you have been called to this ministry the Holy
Spirit will show you what to do. Watching deliverance ministries is just watching others with
their tool box. It is not the tool but rather the LORD who delivers, and His deliverance plan may
be very different from your intentions. If you want deliverance because it has now become a fad,
you may not get what you have come for.
Also, deliverance isn't deliverance unless it bears fruit. One can go through all of the motions
and have no life change. An example of bearing fruit is my praying for a woman who was afraid
of water. After the deliverance session she was able to go swimming for the first time in her life.
Or the example of a young man who had planned a murder. After his deliverance, the anger and
spirits of murder were completely gone. His session was the first time I encountered the chatty
kind of demons. Then I ministered to a person who wished to quit smoking. When nicotine was
called out, the room smelled like cigarette smoke. After a couple more trials and errors, he was
set free from smoking. However, the majority of my ministry was without knowing if there was
fruit.
The greatest deliverance tool is the Holy Bible. We must partner with God and become an avid
reader and divider of the Word.
This booklet is basically my tool box and it may not be yours. Deliverance is more about God’s
divine presence and His design rather than methods. God determines the time and the substance
of deliverance.
A deliverance minister should be prepared for persecution, to hear all sorts of advice and myths,
such as “don't talk to demons. They lie.” Yes they may lie, but I was surprised to find out how
truthful they were because they actually like bragging better.
Or the old saw, A Christian cannot have a demon. These notions have been put out there by folks
who have had no experience, only theories. Another myth is that the client has to be tied down,
or that there has to be several people present to wrestle him to the ground if need be. I have never
had a problem with violence. It is important to know your authority, Luke 10.19. Also the story
of the Canaanite woman in Matthew 15 who asked for the children's bread tells us that
deliverance is for covenant believers.
A big controversy at the time was that a Christian couldn't be demonized. The church I attended
concurred. In 1995 I went to Israel for the first time and was blessed to have dinner with Derek
and Ruth Prince in Jerusalem. I was able to ask him about covering and submitting to an elder.
When told what church I attended, he responded with a big snort! Then encouraged me to do
deliverance. His first wife, Lydia went to Jerusalem without backing or covering. He said, do
what the Lord has called you to do. Meeting Derek Prince was a highlight of my life.

The first step of this ministry is an interview that may indicate a generational curse where
demons come through the generations. Derek Prince is an excellent source. The breaking of the
curse by standing on Gal.3.13-14, breaks a contractional agreement with Satan.
Next, we may do affirmations of faith, pronounce blessings, do Bible readings.
There should be two ministers. One to record, the other to give the commands. Personally, the
fewer people present the better. Thrill seeking onlookers or those with fear and not faith hinder
deliverance.
Please note, that if a demon does not manifest, if it is not identified, there will be no
deliverance. More on that later. Important, the demon's nature is its name. So even without a
refined list, you may do a successful deliverance.
Another admonition: Don't think of deliverance as a spiritual event. This is a physical
operation that is apparent to the senses of everyone present, especially the deliveree. If
nothing happens, nothing has been cast out. The demon must manifest its presence before
one can get it to leave. Again, the demon must be identified by name. So never assume
deliverance has taken place on a “spiritual level.” The nature of the demon is its name.

Client:
1 The person seeking deliverance.
2. Minister: The one ministering deliverance.
The client will seek excuses after the appointment is made; the demons know not they are
going to lose their good home, so they will try to waylay the client who must determine at the
outset to go to the appointment. Expect this tactic. Sometimes the client will feel sick or like
throwing up
Before you begin:
Interview client in areas where curses may have occurred. Many problems run in families or are
generational. Problem areas include mental, emotional, financial, physical. Break curses
according to Gal. 13-14. Derek Prince's book, Blessing or Curse is invaluable. This book is based
on Moses’ sermon on Blessing or Curse in Deuteronomy 27 and 28. The solution based on
Gal.3.13&14.
Common areas for curses are:
poverty or financial insufficiency,
mental and emotional breakdown,
sickness, chronic, especially of family history or no clear diagnosis,
female problems-tumors, cysts, infertility, miscarriages, frigidity,

addictions: drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, overeating, anorexia, bulimia accident accident prone,
death, suicide, or untimely death, involvement with occult or secret societies generations of
idolatry illicit or unnatural sex including adultery and fornication broken relationships
Communion may be given. Take the client through affirmations of faith. I like The Exchange at
the Cross and Confession for Overcomers found in Derek Prince's book Prayers and
Proclamations.
Plead the blood. Proclaim what the Word says that the blood does.
Ask the Holy Spirit to completely guide and direct the entire ministry from start to finish.
Ask the Father to send ministering angels. By this time the anointing is very strong.
Lead the client in the deliverance prayer that includes forgiveness of sins and forgiving
others. It also includes a proclamation that he will hate God's enemies that he will not
compromise with demons. I use Derek Prince's deliverance prayer.
Client Ground Rules.
At this time the client is seated in a chair facing me. I ask him to close his eyes while the
ground rules are being given. I then give these instructions:
Keep hands in the lap open. Keep feet on the floor.
Do not speak unless I address you by name and ask you a question. Keep eyes closed or
opened as instructed.
Stand back and act like a distant observer rather detached; imagine yourself under the
shadow of the wings of the most high.
The best way to cooperate is to be passive, don't try to help. Allow the demons to speak
through you if that occurs. Sometimes you hear them identify themselves in your mind.
Their presence is typically understood by the client in a variety of physical
manifestations.
This is not the time for you to practice discernment. Do not pray in tongues or pray or say
the name of Jesus (as this acts as a cork in the bottle).
Demon Ground Rules
Sever the powers of Powers and Principalities that have ordered the attack.
Forbid the demons to assist each other or to call for assistance from the outside.
Seal the 'third eye' by placing finger in the center of forehead and anoint with oil. This may be
necessary if the client has had a involvement with yoga or Eastern religions. Otherwise only if
the Spirit directs
Put the client under the authority of the third heaven, the throne of God.
Tell the demons they are free to go where Jesus sends them or where it is lawful to go.
(They actually have a legal right to occupy parts of this earth lease until the restoration of
earth by Jesus Christ at a future time). They may be sent to dry places.

Lk. 9.26 says that the demons worried that Jesus would send them to the “abyss.” I have
personally threatened them with the abyss or hell and frightened them. However they are already
quite frightened, shaking and trembling is a reaction of demons.
They must not block, resist, or hide. They must not multiply or divide.
They must manifest or indicate their presence, but they must not manifest violently
They must come out gently on deep exhalations of breath or yawns
They may not cough or vomit. Sometimes a person thinks he has been delivered
because he has vomited out the demon. The demon can fake this and remain.
If commanded to open the eyes or speak, they must. If they refuse to speak, bind the
dumb spirit or cast it out. It blocks speech.
They may not return on anyone here present. (Before I learned this command, they would
often return upon me the next day. I would have to practice Spiritual warfare.) This
command prevents a return.
They may not retaliate against the deliverance minister, their family, pets or property.

Now To Begin
By this time the demons are manifesting. Typical manifestations include fluttering and bulging
of the eyelids, the most common. Shaking, trembling, and heart palpitation, headaches are also
common. These are useful indicators, especially if trying to identify what is on the surface. (Too
much discomfort hardly ever happens when ground rules are given), apply the precious blood,
Begin with the emotional areas follow the groupings listed in Ida Mae and Frank Hammond's
book Pigs in the Parlor.
I usually start with rejection. Sometimes the eyes will pop open and you will see a very evil look,
this is the demon peeking out behind the clients' eye. The one peeking will probably talk as well,
using the client’s vocal organs. Or the demon may speak to the mind of the client.
Rapidly go through a list of problem groupings. The mention of each demon name will probably
cause a reaction. Record reactions along with the names. This list will provide a guide for a “go
deeper” probe to make sure the demon comes out.
I have yet to see the list in Pigs in the Parlor improved upon. It has also been published in many
other books. This listing is consistent with my experience as a deliverance minister. The demons
will be found in nests consisting of related demons conforming to the interview. Record these
findings in groups. You will be getting them out by four or five groupings.
During Deliverance, The first event may be the appearance of mockery. The client will giggle
or laugh; sometimes the laugh is very chilling and the minister may feel afraid. Don't be. Bind
mockery or get it out then and there by having the client exhale it. Sometimes nothing will

happen. That means you need to bind the stubborn demon or blocker. Find out what is
blocking. Typically, religious spirits block. Or else just call out "blocker." Blow it out or bind it
and tell it to step aside. Then proceed with the family groupings from your fast shotgun
approach, always moving along the line revealed in the interview.
If demons manifest in a hurtful way, command them to stop in Jesus' name. Your voice must be
authoritative, not hesitant. You don't have to shout. Make frequent mention of the blood, the
name of Jesus, and the Word, specific scriptures. You may show them the Shekinah glory of the
Bible from time to time (they hate that) often writhing away and twisting away from it.
Remind them of their fate—the lake of fire or the abyss.
Lesser demons manifest. High level demons never manifest at the beginning. You peel away at
the layers, until you can get the big ones up. I notice that the strong man usually doesn't talk or
give away information. Usually a lesser demon in the grouping gives it all away.
When a demon identifies himself, inquire as to how many, inquire as to their names, numbers,
function, and bosses. As needed, continue to break specific curses; encourage renunciation of a
particularly stubborn demon by the client.
Sometimes one makes peace with the demon and lives with it quite agreeably. As needed, you
may have to cut off the power of higher-level demons,
Sometimes, the client needs to be led into a special forgiveness prayer if the Holy Spirit directs
or if a demon reveals that unforgiveness holds him in and gives him power. It is important to
note that a demon will not assist you in his deliverance. He doesn't wish for that to happen, but
wearing the demon down may cause him to reveal something such as unforgiveness.
The entire process feels very miraculous in fact, God’s divine presence is there. One is certain to
be awed by the love and mercy of God. The anointing is very strong during deliverance.
If during deliverance much pain or discomfort arises, apply the blood. Command the demon of
pain to leave, or forbid them to hurt. If there is too much crying or suffering. forbid the demon to
torment Often it is the demon crying or wailing, not the person. Then get quite stern.
Do not let the client distract you by asking to go to the bathroom or get a drink of water or eat
something. These things can be done between groupings.
If a particular demon of a certain grouping is held in ask: What holds you in? Sometimes they
do not come out when commanded. Sometimes another demon holds that one in, so ask and don't
forget to inquire as to "how many?"
Use eye contact with the demon to extract information from it. But do not trust him; he may be
lying. It is amazing how accurate they are though. They hate questioning, as it weakens them.
When their voice gets weaker and weaker, cast them out, but not until they have exhausted their
usefulness. I have had them beg to leave, but I torture them by extracting information that it is
not lawful for them to reveal.

You may occasionally force a demon to state the lies he is been telling the client for years. Force
him to recant the lies. The client experiences great relief from this. You may ask a demon when
he came in. What plans he has for this person. You can find out some interesting things this way
about the kingdom that is undivided and malicious ([Matt. 12.14). Sometimes I cover them with
the blood, then I ask: "how can you stand to be in that holy house with the Father, Son and Holy
Ghost, covered by the blood of the lamb?
"They often say, "I can't; I want to come out now.”
GETTING THEM OUT
Deliverance occurs on the breath by blowing out or on yawns. Sometimes the eyes get wet.
Usually, there is a sense of relief that it has left. Exhaling on the breath is one method that works
yet can be very time consuming. A faster and even better method is as follows:
Put the demons that have been identified in groups. Command them to bind to the Strong man
(no need to identify him as they know).
Tell them to link hands, join together for the sole purpose of coming out. Stand the client up with
hands raised to heaven. He is pretty shaky by this time. Read the list out loud. Command: "Come
out all roots, tendrils, branches-all family members, all names and all numbers and any name or
number not identified."
Anoint with oil. Usually at this time, he will go down under the power. If not, t have them lie
comfortably on a couch or bed, covered up. Tell them to exhale deeply, but naturally. They are
exhaling the evil pneuma. The client will go deeper and deeper under the influence of precious
Holy Ghost who does all things well! Tell them to stay down until the Lord is finished.
After awhile they will feel a sense of release. THIS IS A NEW METHOD OF DELIVERANCE
DIFFERENT FROM DEREK PRINCE AND FROM HAMMOND AND HAMMOND; it is an
easier, more expedient method. However, don't rush this stage! The client should lie or sit quietly
with eyes closed until a feeling of "coming up" or a feeling of release of tension occurs. I have
observed if this stage is not long enough, deliverance may not take place.
During this time, psalms (91) may be read or blood songs sung or what ever the Holy Spirit
directs. Or perhaps just let the person be quiet!
During this stage there may be shaking or trembling; do not worry, the Holy Ghost is at work
and he knows his business! I have seen writhing in the stomach area of a man that resembled a
nine month pregnancy, the presence of pythons in the belly? This deliverance session was very
showy but no fruit came from it. Showy manifestations do not guarantee a successful session.
Don't work to the point of exhaustion. IMPORTANT. Before closing process, do a demon check
to make sure that none faked deliverance! Look at the list and command the demon of (name
one) to manifest. I usually say, "I challenge the presence of _________ " The client or you can
tell immediately by sensations if the rascal didn't leave. If they are still there, ask what holds
them in. and get them out separately by having the client breathe out three times. The fourth
breath will be supernatural and it will go then. The phrase "the blood" is very potent here so are

tongues. Experience has shown that one general area may have a host of related, seeming
identical names, but are nonetheless separate demonic entities: for example inflammation and hot
or pain one and pain two. Or insomnia, sleeplessness, worry, and wakefulness may be four
separate demons.
You are finished! After doing the last demon check, command the remaining demons to be
bound. Command them not to function according to their nature nor to ask for assistance. Bind
them in chains (Psalm 149) or put them in a box and seal with the blood of the lamb until the
next appointment.

BREAKING CURSES: This may take place before any sort of deliverance is ministered. The
following prayer identifies and clarifies that the client is a true believer or not. It verifies that he
has faith in Christ and wishes to be completely free.
Prayer for breaking curses
Lord Jesus Christ, I believe that you are the son of God and the only way to God; that on the
cross you shed your blood and died for my sins and that you rose again from the dead. That on
the cross also, you were made a curse that I might be redeemed from the curse of fallen man and
receive the blessing of a son of God, Your blessing. I trust you now for mercy and forgiveness
and I commit myself from now on by your grace to follow you and to obey you. I ask you now to
forgive and blot out any sins committed by me or by my ancestors that exposed me to a curse. If
people have harmed me or wronged me, (take time here for a personal inventory) pause pause I
forgive them as I would have God forgive me. I renounce all contact with Satan, with any occult
practices or with unscriptural secret societies. If I have any contact objects that link me to these
things, I promise to destroy them. And now with the authority you have given me as a child of
God, I release myself from every curse that has ever come upon me or affected me in any way in
the name of Jesus. Amen. (The client seeking deliverance may repeat after each part),
Ministers Prayer:
O God I thank you that you allowed Jesus to shed his blood on the cross to become a curse for us
that we through faith in him might be redeemed from he curse and receive your blessing. I thank
you for ____ who has prayed this prayer after me in faith meeting your conditions. I claim full
release. I break every satanic power. (At this time the minister reads the list from the interview,
slowly and intentionally) I break every curse over____ now. Satan's authority has been revoked
and canceled forever. You have now met the conditions for deliverance:
Deliverance Prayer
Lord Jesus Christ. I believe that you are the son of God and the only way to God. That you died
on the cross for my sins and rose again from the dead. I come to you now for mercy and for
forgiveness. I believe you do forgive me and receive me as your child. And because you receive
me, I receive myself as a child of God. And now Lord, you know the special problem that I have.
The demonic influences that torment me. Lord I want to meet your conditions and receive your

deliverance. First of all, I forgive every person who has ever harmed me or wronged me. I
forgive them all now. I meet the conditions for your deliverance and I ask you to deliver me now
from all evil.
Common Demon Groups:
Demon Groupings - from book: Pigs in the Parlor - Frank and Ida Hammond
COMMON DEMON GROUPINGS - As given by Frank & Ida Mae Hammond, Pigs in the parlour: a
practical guide to deliverance. Kirkwood, MO: Impact Books, nd., p.113-115.
They write:
The following list of demon groups represents patterns experienced through actual deliverance
sessions. THESE GROUPINGS ARE ONLY SUGGESTIVE OF WHAT MAY BE ENCOUNTERED. THE
LISTING IS BY NO MEANS INTENDED TO BE EXHAUSTIVE, NOR THE GROUPINGS TO BE
INVARIABLE.
These demon names below is suggestive of many more demons. They are the demon's function
names, not the original name God created them with. To see a summary of demon original
names see here
1. BITTERNESS Resentment Hatred Unforgiveness Violence Temper Anger Retaliation
Murder
2. REBELLION Self-will Stubbornness Disobedience Anti-submissive
3. STRIFE Contention Bickering Argument Quarreling Fighting
4. CONTROL Possessiveness Dominance Witchcraft
5. RETALIATION Destruction Spite Hatred Sadism Hurt Cruelty
6. ACCUSATION Judging Criticism Faultfinding
7. REJECTION Fear of Rejection Self-rejection
8. INSECURITY Inferiority Self-Pity Loneliness Timidity Shyness Inadequacy Ineptness
9. JEALOUSY Envy Suspicion Distrust Selfishness
10.WITHDRAWAL Pouting Daydreaming Fantasy Pretension Unreality
11.ESCAPE Indifference Stoicism Passivity Sleepiness Alcohol Drugs
12.PASSIVITY Funk Indifference Listlessness Lethargy
13.DEPRESSION Despair Despondency Discouragement Defeatism Dejection Hopelessness
Suicide Death Insomnia Morbidity
14.HEAVINESS Gloom Burden Disgust
15.WORRY Anxiety Fear Dread Apprehension
16.NERVOUSNESS Tension Headache Nervous habits Restlessness Excitement Insomnia
Roving
17.SENSITIVENESS Self-awareness Fear of man Fear of disapproval
18.PERSECUTION Unfairness Fear of judgment Fear of condemnation Fear of accusation
Fear of reproof Sensitiveness

19.MENTAL ILLNESS Insanity Madness Mania Retardation Senility Schizophrenia Paranoia
Hallucinations
20. SCHIZOPHRENIA (See Chapter 21 of Pigs in the parlour)
21.PARANOIA Jealousy Envy Suspicion Distrust Persecution Fears Confrontation
22.CONFUSION Frustration Incoherence Forgetfulness
23.DOUBT Unbelief Skepticism
24.INDECISION Procrastination Compromise Confusion Forgetfulness Indifference
25.SELF-DECEPTION Self-delusion Self-seduction Pride
26.MIND-BINDING Confusion Fear of man Fear of failure Occult spirits Spiritism spirits
27.MIND IDOLATRY Intellectualism Rationalization Pride Ego
28.FEARS (All kinds) Phobias (All kinds) Hysteria
29.FEAR OF AUTHORITY Lying Deceit
30.PRIDE Ego Vanity Self-righteousness Haughtiness Importance Arrogance
31.AFFECTATION Theatrics Playacting Sophistication Pretension
32.COVETOUSNESS Stealing Kleptomania Material lust Greed Discontent
33.PERFECTION Pride Vanity Ego Frustration Criticism Irritability Intolerance Anger
34.COMPETITION Driving Argument Pride Ego
35.IMPATIENCE Agitation Frustration Intolerance Resentment Criticism
36.FALSE BURDEN False responsibility False compassion
37.GRIEF Sorrow Heartache Heartbreak Crying Sadness Cruel
38.FATIGUE Tiredness Weariness Laziness
39.INFIRMITY (May include any disease or sickness)
40.DEATH
41.INHERITANCE (Physical) (Emotional) (Mental) (Curses)
42.HYPER-ACTIVITY Restlessness Driving Pressure
43.CURSING Blasphemy Coarse jesting Gossip Criticism Backbiting Mockery Belittling
Railing
44.ADDICTIVE & COMPULSIVE Nicotine Alcohol Drugs Medications Caffeine Gluttony
45.GLUTTONY Nervousness Compulsive eating Resentment Frustration Idleness Self-pity
Self-reward
46.SELF-ACCUSATION Self-hatred Self-condemnation
47.GUILT Condemnation Shame Unworthiness Embarrassment
48.SEXUAL IMPURITY Lust Fantasy lust Masturbation Homosexuality Lesbianism Adultery
Fornication Incest Harlotry Rape Exposure Frigidity
49.CULTS Jehovah's Witnesses Christian Science Rosicrucianism Theosophy Urantia Subud
Latihan Unity Mormonism Bahaism Unitarianism (Lodges, societies and social agencies
using the Bible & God as a basis but omitting the blood atonement of Jesus Christ)
50.OCCULT Ouija Board Palmistry Handwriting analysis Automatic handwriting ESP
Hypnotism Horoscope Astrology Levitation Fortune telling Water witching Tarot cards
Pendulum Witchcraft Black magic White magic Conjuration Incantation Charms Fetishes
Etc.

51.RELIGIOUS Ritualism Formalism Legalism Doctrinal obsession Seduction Doctrinal error
Fear of God Fear of Hell Fear of lost salvation Religiosity Etc.
52.SPIRITISM Seance Spirit guide Necromancy Etc.
53.FALSE RELIGIONS Buddhism Taoism Hinduism Islam Shintoism Confucianism Etc
The above list of groups is from Frank and Ida Hammond. Many listings are available on line.
However, it is best to follow the clients personal inventory or interview.
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